ON A DECOMPOSITION THEOREM OF FEDERER(1)
BY

EARL J. MICKLE
1. Introduction.
1.1. We shall be concerned in this paper with a fundamental decomposition
theorem of Federer [2] (numbers in square brackets
refer to the bibliography at the end of this paper). In the next few sections we
shall give some definitions leading to the statement
of this result of Federer
and the statement
of the results of the present paper. Points in Euclidean
three space R3 will be denoted by x and the distance between two points

x, yCER3 will be denoted by |x —y\. For xCER3 and r>0,
open

sphere

and

C(x, r) denotes

the closed

K(x, r) denotes the

sphere with

center

at x and

radius r.

1.2. The 2-sphere |x| =1 will be denoted by U and points on U will be
denoted by P. For sets ECE U, a(E) will denote the Hausdorff 2-dimensional
measure on £. For PCEU, Rl(P) is the line through the origin and P, R2(P)

is the plane through the origin with normal R1(P) and for i=l, 2, T'P: R3
=>Rl(P) is the orthogonal projection of R3 onto R*(P). For xCER3, PCEU,
R1(P, x) is the line passing through x and parallel to R1(P). For a set
ECER2(P), Li(E) is the Lebesgue planar exterior measure of £.
1.3. Let A be a Caratheodory
outer measure (written for brevity C.o.m.)
in R3 (see, for example, Saks [6, p. 43]). A is called Borel regular if every set
is contained in a Borel set of equal A measure. A will be said to satisfy the
projection
inequality
if for every set ECZR3 and every
A will be said to satisfy a weak projection
inequality

PCEU, A(£) >.LiT%(E).
if for every set ECZR3

with A(£) < oo there is a set ZCZU with cr(Z) = 0 such that

A(£*) ^ LiTP(E*) ior E* CEE, P CEU - Z.
In §2 we show that there is a smallest Borel regular C.o.m. p in R3 which
satisfies a weak projection inequality and hence, if for ECZR3, p(E) =0 then

L2Fp(£) = 0 for cr a.e. PCEU. In §6 (see Theorem

6.11) we show that if

p(B) < oo for a Borel set B then p(B) is equal to the integral geometric
Favard 2-dimensional
measure of B.
1.4. A set ECER3 is called rectifiable if there is a Lipschitz transformation
from a bounded set in a plane onto £, countably rectifiable if it is the union
of a countable
number of rectifiable sets and A unrectifiable
if for every

rectifiable set EoQE, A(£0) =0 where A is a C.o.m. in R3.
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1.5. Let A be a Borel regular C.o.m. in 7?3 that satisfies the projection
inequality.
For a A measurable
set A with A(A) < °o Federer
[2, Theorem
9.6] has shown that A can be decomposed
into three A measurable
sets

Au A2, A3 lor which A =AjJA2VJA3,

Ax(~\A2= A2r\As=A3r\Ax

each of these sets satisfies certain properties.
cerned with the following of these properties.

=0

and

In this paper we shall be con-

(i) ^4i is countably rectifiable.
(ii) p(^2)=0

(see 1.3).

(iii) lim supr_o A[K(x, r)C^A\/r2 = 0 or <x>for x£^43. In this paper we
shall show (see Theorem 6.10) that if A is a Borel regular C.o.m. in R3 that
satisfies a weak projection inequality
and it A is a A measurable
set with
A(yl) < co then A can be decomposed
into two A measurable
sets A*, A* tor

which A =A*KJAZ, A*C\At = 0 and A*, At satisfy the following properties.

(i*) A* is countably

rectifiable.

(ii*) p(^2*)=0.
1.6. The results of the present paper would follow as a corollary to the
results of Federer and the following statement.
If AodR3 is a p measurable
set and lim supr,o p[K(x, r)C~\Ao\/r2 = 0 for x£^40 then ix(Aj)=0.
Actually
this statement
is true and follows from the results of the present paper. However, the writer was unable to prove this statement
directly and to prove
(i*) and (ii*) had to essentially
repeat the proof of Federer by modifying
certain intermediate
results.
While we have limited ourselves in this paper to a discussion of 2-dimensional measures in 3-space the reader will have no difficulty in seeing that the
results are valid for the corresponding
(re—l)-dimensional
measures in respace.
2. The weak projection inequality. 2.1. Let 03 be the family of Borel sets

in R3. For 73£(B, ECU,
73£(B set

let vE(B)=l.u.h.

L2T2P(B) for ££[/-£

and for

HB(B) = l.u.b. JZ vE(Bj) for
B = U Bi, B, C\Bj = 0 for * ^ /, B( £ (Bfor i = 1, 2, ■• • .
It is easily verified

that

ps(B)

is a measure

over 03. Let Z be the family

of

sets Z£ U for which a(Z) = 0. For 73£03 we set

n(B) = gr.l.b. nz(B)
In the next few sections
set function p.

for Z £ Z.

we shall be concerned

2.2. Lemma. For 73£03 there is a Z£Z

with some properties

such that p(B) =/j,z(B).
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Proof. If n(B) = oo then p.(B) = p.z(B) for every Z£Z. If p(B) < oo then
for each integer i there is a Z,CEZ such that pz<(-B) <u(B) + l/i. Hence for

Z = Zx\JZi\J ■■■, ZCEZ,
n(B) S pz(B) S nzAB) < p(B) + 1/i,

i = 1, 2, • • • .

Thus p.(B)=p.z(B), ZCEZ.
2.3. Lemma. h(B) is a measure on (&.

Proof. Let B0 = BiUF2U • • • ,B iCE<S,,Bir\Bj=0 ior i^j,i,j
By Lemma 2.2, for i = 0, 1, 2, • • • , there is a Z,£Z

such thatp^)

=1,2,
=p,Zi(Bt).

Hence, for Z = Z0UZiW ■ • • , ZCEZ,
p(B/) = vLz(Bi),
Since pz is a measure
measure over (B.

on (B, p(F0) =u(Bx) +p(F2)+

2.4. Lemma. For BCE® with u(B) < oo to Z£Z

i = 0, 1, 2, • • • .
• • • , and hence p is a

c»esuch that u(B) =uz(B).

If B*CB, B*CE®,then
(1)

p(B*) ^ LiTP(B*)

for P CEU - Z.

Proof. There are sets Z', Z"CEZ such that
u(F*) = pz.(B*)

Set Zo = Z\JZ'\JZ".

p(B - B*) = p.z.,(B - B*).

Then Z0GZ,

M(F) = nz(B) = Mz(73*) + Mz(73 - 73*) ^ MZo(73*)+ MZo(5 - 5*)
= M(7i*) + M(73- F*) =M(F).

Since the equality

(3)

sign must hold in (2) we have

[pz(B*) - u(B*)] + [pz(B - B*) - M(5 - B*)] = 0.

Since both the quantities in square brackets in (3) are non-negative,
it follows
that each is zero. Hence p(B*) =uz(B*) and (1) follows from this fact and the

definition of pz-

2.5. Theorem.

For ECER3

u(F) = gr.l.b. p(B)

for E CEB CE<S>,

is an extension of the measure p. over (B to a Borel regular
satisfies a weak projection inequality.

C.o.m. in R3 that

Proof. The fact that this extended p is a Borel regular C.o.m. in R3 follows
readily. The fact that p satisfies a weak projection
inequality
follows from

Lemma 2.4.
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C.o.m. in R3 which satisfies a weak

projection inequality then u(E) SA(E) for ECR3.
Proof. Since A and u are both Borel regular it is sufficient to prove this
inequality for the case where £ is a Borel set 73. Let Z'£Z
be such that u(B)

= uz>(B) and let Z"£Z be such that for B*CB, 73*£03, A(B*)^L2T2P(B*)
for P£7J-Z".
Set Z = Z'\JZ". For B=BjJB2VJ • • • , 73<£03, Bir\Bj =
0 for i^j,

JZ vz(Bj)S JZ A(Bj)= A(£0.
Thusp.(73)=pz(73)^A(73).
2.7. For P£ U let xP designate a point in R2(P). For ££7?3 we denote
by N(xp, Tp, E) the number (possibly +<*>) of points x££
for which
xp= TP(x). If 73£03 then it is well known that N(xP, Tp, 73) is an L2 measurable function of xp in R2(P).

Lemma. If 73£03 and Z£Z

(1)

is such that u(B) = uz(B) then

n(B) ^ J J N(xP,TP,B)dL2

for PCU - Z.

Proof. For each positive integer i, R3 is the union of a countable number of
mutually disjoint Borel sets 73], B2, ■ ■ ■ each of which is of diameter less
than 1/i. For P£ U —Z \etft(xp) be the characteristic
function of Tp(Br\B{),
j=l,
2, ■ ■ ■ , and set/,(xP) =f\(xP) +f2(xP)+
■ ■ ■ . Then

J f fi(xP)dL2
=Jjff
(2)

A*r)dLt= JZ L2TP(B
C\73-)

'

■

'

S JZp-(B^B'i) =p,(B).
i

Since/,(xp)—>7V(xp,

Tp, B) for i—><x, (1) follows

by the

lemma

of Fatou

from (2).

2.8. Theorem.
is the Hausdorff

Proof.
projection

(1)

If £0C7?3 is a rectifiable set then p(Ej)=H2(Ej)

2-dimensional

measure

Since 772 satisfies the projection
inequality),
by Theorem 2.6

fi(E) S H2(E)

where IP

in R3.

inequality

(and

hence

a weak

tor E £ R3.

Since £o is a rectifiable set there is a Lipschitz transformation
from a bounded
set in a plane onto £0. Thus there is a Lipschitz transformation
T from a
bounded set in the unit square Q: O^MfSl, 0^1)^1,
in the wz>-plane onto £o.
By Mickle [3] this transformation
can be extended to a Lipschitz transformation from Q into 7?3. Since u[T(Q)] SH2[T(Q)] < <x>and since p. and
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to prove

that

p(B) = H2(B),
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p(£0) =if2(£0)

it is sufficient

to

B = T(Q).

For PCEU the Jacobian Jp(u, v) of the transformation
TPT exists F2 a.e. in
Q, is a Borel measurable
function and is summable
on Q. Let J(u, v) be a
vector whose components are JP(u,v) forP= (1,0,0),F=
(0,1,0),F=
(0,0,1).
There is a Borel set B*CEQ for which the following conditions are satisfied.

(i) T is one-to-one
(ii) J(u,

on B*.

v) exists everywhere

and 0 < [ J(u,

v)\ < oo on B*.

(iii) p[B-T(B*)]=H2[B-T(B*)]=0.
Let us now consider

Z£Z

PCE U as a vector

in R3. Then Jp(u,

v) =P■ J(u, v). Let

be such that u(B) =p.z(B) and let Px, Pi, • • • , be a dense set in U —Z

(and hence dense in U). For *=1,

2, • • • , the sets

B,* = {(«, v) | (u, v) G B*, 0 S | J(u, v) | -

| /P<(M, o) | < c-}

are Borel sets and B* = B*KJB*^J ■ • • . Thus the sets

Bx = Ft,
are

mutually

disjoint

£,• = B* - (B* U ■■■ U B*-i),
Borel

sets

and

B* = B/UBiVJ

i = 2, 3 • • •,

■ ■ ■ . By

Federer

[l, Theorem 4.5; 2, Theorem 5.9] and Lemma 2.7

H2(B)
= H2[T(B*)}
= ff J J(u,v)| dLi= £ J f | /(«,„)| rfy:2

^ Z J J IJp.W,
v)\dLi+ e= E JJ ^[xp,,
rp„F(5,-)]d£,
+e
^ L-"[F(F,)]
i
Since e>0 is arbitrary,
3. Outer measures.

+e = M(F)+e.
H2(B) Sp(B) and hence, by (1), (2) holds.
3.1. Let Af be a metric space with metric

d(x, y).

For x£Af, 0<r<
oo we set c(x, r) = {y\ yCEM, d(x, y)Sr}.
Throughout
this
section a(E) will be a Borel regular C.o.m. in Af which satisfies the following
condition. There is a X, 1<X< », such that for any closed sphere c(x, r),
a[c(x, 5r)]<\a[c(x,
r)\. This condition
implies that 0<cr[c(x,
r)]<oo
for
xCEM, 0<r<
oo. In our application
of the results of this section M will be
the unit sphere U and a will be the Hausdorff 2-dimensional
measure on U.
3.2. A set function \p(E) defined for all sets ECEM will be called an outer
measure if it satisfies all the conditions
for being a C.o.m. except the condition that it be additive on any pair of sets that are a positive distance apart.
It follows readily (see, for example, Mickle and Rado [4]) that
lim sup ^[c(x, r)]/tr[c(x,

r)]

r-»0
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of x in M.

3.3. Lemma. Let \p be an outer measure in M. If E is a a measurable set for

which

(1)

HE) = 0

(2)

0 < lim sup p[c(x, r)]/<r[c(x, r)] < <=°

for x £ £,

r—0

then <r(£)=0.

Proof. By (1), for xCM,
(3)

lim sup ip[c(x, r)]/cr[c(x,

r)] = lim sup ^[c(x, r) C\ (M — E)]/a-[c(x,

r->0

By a simple modification
(4)

r)].

r->0

of a result of Mickle and Rado

lim sup p[c(x, r) C\ (M — £)]/<r[c(x,

r)] = 0 or »

[4],
for cr a.e. x £ E.

r->0

From (2), (3) and (4) it follows that a(£)=0.
3.4. Theorem.
Let \pj be a sequence of outer measures in M and let Zj be
a sequence of <r measurable sets in M for which the following conditions are

satisfied.

(1)

H+i(E) S h(E)

(2)
(3)

p,(M - Zj) =0
Zj+i £ Zj

for E £ M, j = 1, 2, • • • .
forj = 1, 2, • . • .
forj = 1, 2, • • • .

Set
Wj = <x \x £ M, lim sup pj[c(x, r)]/ff[c(x,
( I

r)] = oo I ,

r-K)

;

Xy = <x x C M, lim sup ^[c(x,

r)]/(r[c(x,

r)] = 0 > ,

then, for
co

oo

oo

z = n Zj,
y-i

w = n ir,-,
j=i

z = u xy,
y=i

we have that

(4)

«r[Af- (W\J X\J Z)] = 0.
Proof.

By the remark

in 3.2 X and

Wj are a measurable

sets. Thus

M-(ZjUWj\JX)
is a a measurable set, \pj\M-(Zj\JWjUX)]=0
and
0<lim supr-o^y^x,
r)]/°'[c(»;. r)]< °° for x£Af —(ZyWIFyWX). By Lemma

3.3
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(5)

*[M - (Zj W IF,-U X)] = 0,j = 1, 2, • • • .

By (1) and (3) W, and Zj are monotone decreasing sequences of sets and hence

(6)

M - (Z\J W KJ X) = \) [M - (Zj \J Wj U X)}.
y-i

(4) then follows from (5) and (6).
4. Lemmas on measurability. 4.1. F or PCE U, xCER3, 0 <r] < 1 we set
OiP, V, *) = {y\ y E r\

| y - x\ < (1 + »y/2|

TP(y) - TP(x) \ }

= \y | y G R3, | Fp(y) - FP(x) | < , | ri(y)

- TP(x) \ }

= }y | y G F3, y ^ x, y £ U Rl(P*, x) for | F* - P |
< 2 sin 2_1 arc tan r;}.

For a C.o.m. A in R3, A CR3, PG U, 0<tj<1,

0<r < oo, xCER3 we set

V(A, A, P, -n,r, x) = A[A r\ 0(F, V,*) H £(*, r)]/Wi
and for j= 1, 2, • • • , we set

V,-(A, .4, F, t,, x) = l.u.b. V(A, 4, P, v, r, x),
0<rgl/i

V/(A, A, P, x) — lim sup Vy(A, ^4, F, rj, x).
4.2. Lemma.

V(A, A, P, rj, x) is a lower semi-continuous

function

of

(P, n, r, x).
Proof. For (Fo, rjo, r0, x0) let X be any number less than A [^4C\ 0(Fo, wo,x0)
C\K(xo, r0)]. Then there is a closed set F such that

F C O(F0, ijo, *o) H K(x0, r0),

A(A H F) > X.

For (F, ri, r, x) sufficiently close to (P0, Vo, fo, x0), FCE 0(P,

V, x)C\K(x,

r)

and
A[^ n 0(F, t;, x) Pi K(x, r)\ ^ A(/l P\ F) > X.
Thus A[.4P\ 0(P> 17. x)C\K(x, r)] is a lower semi-continuous
(P, r\, r, x) and hence so is V(A, A, P, rj, r, x).

4.3. Lemma. Vy(A, A, P, 77, x) is a lower semi-continuous

function

of

function

of

(P, V, x).
Proof. Follows from Lemma 4.2.
4.4. Lemma. V*(A, A, P, x) is a Borel measurable function
the cartesian product space UXR3-

Proof. Follows from Lemma 4.3.
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product space

UXA,
Wj(A, A) = {(P, x) \(P,x)CUX

A, Vy*(A,A, P, x) = oo},

Xy(A,A) = {(P, x) I (P, x) C U X A, Vy*(A,A, P, x) = 0{,
OO

00

W(A, A) = fl Wj(A, A), X(A, A) = U Xy(A, A),
j=i
y=i
are Borel sets.
Proof. Follows from Lemma

4.4 and the fact that A is a Borel set.

4.6. Lemma. If A £7?3 is a closed set then in the cartesian

product space

UXA
V(A) = {(P, x) | (P, x) C U X A, x is a cluster point of Rl(P, x) C\ A}
is a Borel set.

Proof. For i, j=l,

2, ■ ■ ■ ,

Vij = {(P, x) \(P,x)CUX

A,AC\ [C(x, l/i) - K(x, l/(i+j)]
niv'(P,

*) * 0}

is a closed set in UXA and since
00

00

V(A) = D U Vi.j
,'=1 »■—1

it follows that V(A) is a Borel set in UXA.
5. A unrectifiable sets.
5.1. Theorem.
0<77<1,

0<r<

If ACR3,

PCU

and for each xCA

there are numbers

oo such that AC\ <$(P, rj, x)(~\K(x, r) = 0 then A is countably

rectifiable.
Proof. See Federer

[2, Theorem 4.3].

5.2. Lemma. Let Abe a C.o.m. in R3 and for a positive integer j let A be a

set in R3 of diameter less than 1/j. If, for PCU,

(1)

Vy(A, A, P, v, x) < y

0 < 5 < 1, 0<y<oo,

for x £ A, 0 < r, < 8,

and

(2) B = {x | x £ A, A r\ <>(P, v, x) Pi K(x, r) ^ 0 for r > 0,0 < v < l},
then for aCB, a" =TP(a),

(3)

ijSH

(rp)_1[A-(a", r)]} < loW'

forO<r<
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Proof. The proof given here is with certain necessary modifications the
proof given in Federer [2, Theorem 4.5]. Since the diameter of A is less than

1/j, (1) implies that
(4)

V(A, A, P, ri, r, x) < y

for x £ A, 0 < r, < 8, r > 0.

Set x'=TP(x), x" = Tp(x) for x£7?3. For a£73, 0<r<5/12/
e = 7?/12 = r/'. Set
= EBr\(TP)~l[K(a",r)].
For x££

set T?= 12r/<5,

set

h(x) = l.u.b. \y' - x'\

ioryCAH

By (2) and the fact that the diameter

0(P, e, x) Pi (TV)"1 [K(a", r)].

of A is less than 1/j,

0 < h(x) S 1/j.
For each x££
such that

we associate

(5)
Since xC 0(P,

a point

xCA(~\ 0(P,

12 | x' - x'|

> llh(x).

e, x)r\(TPj~l[K(a",

r)]

«, x) (see 4.1)

(6)

| x" — x" | < e | x' — x' | .

For x££

we set

Q(x) = {y| y £ E, \ y" - x"\
Part

1. For x££,

Q(x) £ 0(P,

< 5eh(x)}.

77,x)VJ <>(P, 77,x).

Proof. Assume that there is a point y£\20>O for which

|y"—x"|

<5eh(x),

Iy" —x"I ^ v Iy' - x' I, Iy" —x" I ^ 171
y' - x' I. From these inequalities, (5), (6)
and the fact that 12t = r\ we obtain

0 < llth(x) < 12e| x' - x'l

= vI%'—y'I + ^Iy' —x'I
g Iy"- x"I + Iy"- x"I
S \x" - x" I + 2 Iy" - x" I
< e| x' - x'j

This is a contradiction.

Part

2. If x££

Proof.

+ lO^(^)

^ H«A(x) < 00.

Hence Part 1 holds.

then K[x", eh(x)]CK(a",

If |y"— x"\ <eh(x)

we have

(since

2r).
|x"—a"|

<r)

I y" - a" I ^ I y" - x"\ + \ x" - a" \ < eh(x) + r S r + r = 2r.
Part 3. If y£<2(x) then |y'-x'|

<5h(x).

Proof. Assume that there is a yCQ(x)

with |y'-_'|

^5«(x).

I y" - x" I < 5eA(x)g aI y' - x' I .
Thus y£iA

^(T5, «, x)P(72,)-1[7<:(a",

r)] and hence
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4. If x££

\y' - x'\
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^ 5h(x) > 0.

and Part 3 holds.

then A[Q(x)] ^2-842y7r[eft(x)]2.

Proof. By Part 3, yG<2(x) implies that
| y - x | S \y' - x'\ + \y" - x"\
|y - x| S |y - x| +

< 5h(x) + 5eh(x) = 5(e + l)h(x) < 6h(x),

| x - x | ^5(e+

l)h(x) +

\x' - x'\

+

| x" - x" \

< 5(e + l)re(x) + (e + 1) I x' - x' |
< (e + l)6/?(x) < (13/12)6/Kx)

< 7«(x).
Hence

(7)

Q(x) C #[x, 7A(x)] Pi A-[x, 7A(x)].

From (7) and Part 1,

Q(x) cjin

o(f, 7?,x) n f:[x, ih(x)]} \j {ac\ o(p, v, x) r\ k[x, n(x)]).

Thus by (4) and the fact that r\ = l2e,

A[Q(x)] S 2y7r[7A(x)]V = 2-842y,r[cF(x)]2.
Part

5. A(£) S lO'yirr2.

Proof. Since TP(E) CZi)K[x", eh(x)] ior xCEE, by a covering theorem
Morse [5] there is a sequence of points xi, x2, • • • , in £ such that

(8)

TP(E) C U K[xr,5eh(xi)],

of

K[xi', eh(xt)}C\ K[x/', eh(xk)] = 0
for i j£ k.

Now xG£

implies

that

there

is an Xi such that

|x"— x"| <S'h(x/)

and hence

that xCEQ(x,). Thus £CU, Q(x,). From Parts 2 and 4 and (8) we have that

A(£) S Z A[Q(x,)] S 2-8427tt X) bKxi)]2 S 2-84V4r2 < 1067irr2.
i
i
Thus (3) holds.
5.3. Theorem. Let A be a C.o.m. in R3, let A be a A unrectifiable set in R3,
let PCE U and set (see 4.5)

X*(A, A, P) = {x\ xCE A, (P, x) G X(A, A)}.

Then A[X*(A, A, P)]=0.
Proof. Set

X*(A, A, P) = {x\ x G A, (P, x) G Xj(A, A)},

j = 1, 2, • • • .

Since X*(A, A, F)=X,*(A, A, P)WI2*(A, A, F)W • • • , to show that
A[X*(A, A, P)] = 0 it is sufficient to show that A[X/(A,
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
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We have that
V*(A, X* P, x) = 0

for x £ X*

Assume that A(Xy*)>0. Using Lemma 4.3 there is a set A*CX*
quence of positive numbers Si, S2, • • • , such that

A(A*) > 0,

v*(A, Aj, P, tj, x) < 1/t

Since A(^4 *) >0, A * contains

A(Aj) > 0,

and a se-

for 0 < ii < 5,-,x £ A*.

a subset A, of diameter

Vy(A, Aj, P, tj, x) < 1/t

less than 1/j tor which

for 0 < r, < 5,-,x £ 4y.

Let
Bj = {x | x £ ^y, yly P <>(P, t?, x) P K(x, r) ^ 0 tor r > 0, 0 < tj < 1}.

Since ^4y is A unrectifiable, by Theorem 5.1, A(Aj —Bj)=0.
= A(Aj) >0. Thus there is a point a£73y such that
(1)

lim sup A{5yP

(TP)~\K(a",

r)]}/irr2

Hence A(73y)

> X > 0, a" = TP(a).

r-»0

Choose t such that l/t<\/105.
(2)

By Lemma 5.2

A{Bj P (TP)~\K(a",

Since (2) contradicts

for 0 < r < 5.-/12/.

(1) it follows that A(Xy*) =0.

6. The decomposition
theorem.
denote the Hausdorff 2-dimensional
0<r<

r)]} < Xirr2

6.1. Throughout
this section <r(£) will
measure of a set ECU and for PCU,

oo,

c(P, r) = {P* | P* C U, | P* - P | S r},
c°(P, r) = {P*\ P* C U, | P* - P | < r}.
As noted

in Federer

[2, §6.2], there

is a X, 1<X<

oo, such that

a[c(P,

5r)]

<\a[c(P,
r)] for PCU, 0<r<oo.
6.2. For the sets defined in 4.5 and 4.6 we set

W?(A, A,x) = {P\PCU,
(P, x) C Wj(A, A)},
W?(A,A,P) = {x\xC A, (P,x) C Wj(A, A)}.

W*(A,A,x),W*(A,A,P),X?(A,A,x),X*(A,A,P),X*(A,A,x),X*(A,A,P),
V*(A, x) and V*(A, P) are defined in the same way with respect to W(A, A),

Xj(A, A), X(A, A), V(A) respectively.
6.3. For a C.o.m. A in R3, A £7?3, x£7^3, ££7J,/=1,

2, ■ • • , we set

fc(A, A, E, x) = l.u.b. A[(A - x) P K(x, r) P {DR^P, x) for P £ £}]/r2.
The proof of the following lemma is easily verified.
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For j = 1, 2, • • ■ , ^,-(A, A, E, x) is an outer measure

in U and for

e = 2 sin 2_1 arc tan 77,0<t?<1,

(1)

fc[A, A, c\P, a), x]/xr,2 = Vy(A, A, P, V, x).
6.4. Lemma. For the sets defined in 6.2

IF/(A, A, x) = |f

F G F, lim sup fc[A, A, c\P, e), *]/cr[C°(P,e)] = 001 ,

Z/(A, A, x) = Ip PCE U, lim sup^y[A, A, c°(P, e), x]/<7[c°(P,e)] = 0 i .
Proof. These relations
= 2 sin 2~l arc tan 77,

follow from

lim{cr[C»(P,

(1) of 6.3 and

«)]/«»}(«/,)*=

the

fact

that

for e

1.

>,^0

6.5. Lemma. If A is a C.o.m. in R3, A is a closed set in R3, x£F3 and for

j = l, 2, ■ ■ • , Zj={p\PCEU,

(A-x)C\K(x,

l/j)C\Rl(P,

x)^0),

then

(i) Zj is a Borel set for j= 1, 2, • • • ,

(ii) xPj(U-Zj)=0forj=l,2,
(iii) Zj+xCZjforj=l,

2, • • • ,

(iv) F*04,x) = n;=1zy.
Proof, (ii), (iii) and (iv) are easily verified. To prove (i), for m = 2, 3, • • • ,

set

Zj = {P\ P G U, A r\ [C(x, m/j(m + 1)) - K(x, 1/jm)] C~\R\P, x) j* 0\.
Zf is a closed set and Zj = Z)\JZ3j\J ■ ■ ■ is a Borel set.
6.6. Lemma. Let A be a C.o.m. in R3 and let A be a closed set in R3. Then

(1)

o-\U-{V*(A,

A,x)\JW*(A,

A,x)VJ X*(A, A,x)]) =Q

for x G A.

Proof. The outer measures \Pj(A, A, E, x) and the sets Zj defined in 6.5
satisfy the conditions
of Theorem
3.4. Since a[c(P, r)—c°(P,
r)]=0
for
PCEU, 0<r<l,
either closed or open spheres can be used in finding upper
densities.
Hence, by Lemma 6.4, (iv) of Lemma 6.5 and Theorem
3.4, (1)

holds.
6.7. Lemma. If A is a C.o.m. in R3, A is a set in R3 with A.(A) < °o, P£ if,
then LiT2P[W*(A,A, P)]=0.

Proof. For £CF2(F)

let AP(E) =A[An(Tp)~l(E)].

Then AP is a finite-

valued C.o.m. in R2(P). Hence, for xPCER2(P),
(1)

lim sup AP[K(xP,

t)] /ret2 < co

for F2 a.e. xP £ R2(P).

1^0
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A, P), xP=T2p(x) then, for 0 < 77< 1, 0<r<

<>(_>,v, x) P K(x, r)C{y\yCR\
and there is a sequence

00,

TP(y) £ K(xP, vr)}

(r\j, rj)—->(0, 0) for j—* 00 such that
2 2

lim

Ap[K(xP,

7Jyry)]/7T77yry=

/—»00

lim

V(A,

A, P, TJy,ry, x) = 00 .

/_-+00

It thus follows from (1) that L2Tp[W*(A, A, P)] = 0.
6.8. Lemma. If A is a Borel regular C.o.m. in R3 that satisfies a weak projection inequality, A £7?3 is a Borel set with A(A) < 00, Z£Z is such that u(A)

= uz(A) then

(1)

L2TP[V*(A, P)]=
Proof.

N(xp,

By Theorem

for PCU

- Z.

2.6, u(A)< 00. By Lemma

TP, A) is an L2 summable

L2 a.e. xPCR2(P).
(1) follows.

0
function

Since xCV*(A,

2.7, for PCU-Z,

and hence N(xp,

Tp, A) < 00 for

P) implies that 7V[7p(x), TP, A ] = 00,

6.9. Theorem.
7/A is a Borel regular C.o.m. in R3 which satisfies a weak
projection inequality and A is a A unrectifiable closed set in R3 with A(A) < 00

then u(A)=0.

Proof. By Lemma 6.6

(1)

<r{U - [V*(A, x) KJ W*(A, A, x) WX*(A, A, x)]} = 0

for x £ A.

By Lemmas 4.5 and 4.6, V(A), W(A, A), X(A, A) are Borel sets in the cartesian product

space UXA

theorem to the characteristic
it follows from (1) that

(2)

be such that (2) holds for PC U-Z

aXA.

By applying

Fubini's

tor o-a.e. PCU.

and p(A) =uz(A).

Set

A» = A - [V*(A, P) \J W*(A, A, P) \J X*(A, A, P)].

By (2), Lemma

(4)

measure

function of 77X.4 - [V(A)\JW(A,A)VJX(A,A)]

A{A-[V*(A,P)\JW*(A,A,P)KJX*(A,A,P)]}=0

Let Z£Z

(3)

with product

6.8, Lemma

6.7, Theorem

5.3 we have respectively

L2Tp(Ao) S n(Aj) S A(Aj) = 0

(5)

L2Ap[V*(A,P)] = 0

(6)

L2Tp[W*(K, A, P)] = 0

tor PCU-Z,

forP£77-Z,
tor PCU,

(T) L2Tp[X* (A, A, P)) S m[X* (A A, P)] S A[X*(A,A,P)], = 0, P £ U.

From (3), (4), (5), (6), and (7) it follows that L2T2P(A)=0 for P£ U-Z
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hence p(A) =0.
6.10. Theorem.
Let A be a Borel regular C.o.m. in R3 that satisfies a weak
projection inequality and let A be a A measurable set in R3 with A(A) < «>.
Then A can be decomposed into two A measurable sets Ax, Ai with A = AxyJAi,

AxC\Ai = 0, Ax is countably rectifiable and u(Ai) =0.
Proof. Lety = l.u.b. A(Ao), A0CEA,Ao rectifiable. For each positive integer
i there is a rectifiable set BiCEA such that A(F,)>y —1/i. Then there is a
Lipschitz transformation
from a bounded set Ei in a plane 7t onto Bt and by
Mickle [3] this transformation
can be extended to the whole plane ir with
the same Lipschitz constant.
If F< is a bounded closed set in ir containing
Ei then the intersection of A and the image of F, under this extended transformation is a A measurable and rectifiable subset of A containing Bi. Hence
we may assume that Bi is A measurable for each i. Set AX= BXVJB2\J ■ ■ ■ .
Then Ax is countably
rectifiable and A measurable.
The set Ai = A —Ai is A

measurable

and A unrectifiable,

A=AX\JA2,

AxC\Ai = 0.

Since ^42 is the

union of a countable number of closed (and necessarily A unrectifiable)
sets
and a set of A measure zero (and hence of p measure zero), it follows from

Theorem 6.9 that p(A2)=0.

6.11. Theorem.

If ACER3 and p(A) < 00 then p.(A) =I2(A) where I2 is the

Borel regular integralgeometric

Favard

2-dimensional

measure in R3.

Proof. Since p and I2 are Borel regular we can assume that A is a Borel
set. By Theorem 6.10 A can be decomposed into two Borel sets Ai, Ai such

that A =Ai\JAi,
I2(A2)=p(A2)=0

AiC\Ai = 0, Ai is countably rectifiable andp(^42)=0. Then
and by Theorem 2.8 and Federer [2, Theorem 5.14],

pt(Ax)=H2(Ax) = P(Ax). Hence u(A)=I2(A).
The problem as to whether u(A) =I2(A) for all sets A £F3 is unsolved and
is equivalent
to the problem of showing that Theorem
6.10 is true if the
assumption
that A satisfies a weak projection
inequality
is replaced
by
A = /2.
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